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The Chinese voice lacks two notes at once, acts as a poultice, gives Cross Drug Co.
and had it worked properly, the sequently being employed by the late Santa Fe in Trinidad, Colo., the other
its scale baa six notes Instead of Instant relief. Williams Indlam Pile
train would have gone from La Junta J. R. Smith at Las Vegas roller mills, day and taken to the company's hos
The fourth and seventh notes Ointment Is prepared for Piles and
eight.
Charity may cover a mutltude of
to Raton, N. M and been subjected is at present holding forth in (Denver pital, though not badly injured! How are the
missing ones.
of
the
Sold
itching
but they are ipt to show through.
private
parts.
by
sins,
and there bettering his condition in ever, he .refused to remain in the in
to a severe test over the mountains.
'
mail 50c and $1.00,
druggists,
reason
stitution
for
could
he
the
life.
that
The St Clair brake is similar to
'
Furniture of Solid Gold.
Mfg Co., Props., "levelaad, Twenty-Fiv- e
Centa Is the Prlna of
the Westinghouse, In that when a William Owens is a special officer not 'keep his faithful little dog with A manufacturer of artistic furniture Q. For sale
Peace.
Center iuuck Drug
by
I
his
"best
and
him,
true
friend
only
train breaks in two, the brakes on the in the Santa Fe railroad yards at
In Paris has just completed a chair. Co.
The
terrible
and amartlng.
.
itching
of which are of solid
entire train set and remain in that tseien, is. m., ana a aaugnier, miss on earth." The man lives in a snack the fere-leg- s
Incident to certain akin diseases, Is
himself
and
his
ia
his
dog
single gold.
almost instantly allayed by applying
condition until relieved by power from Ruby Owens, la a stenographer and by
Call up Main 2 when you have any Chamberlain's
Salve. Price 25 cents,
the engine. This Is the feature that typewriter in the office of Col. W. M. but constant companion.
If you read It in The Optic it's so. news. The Optlo wants it
For sale by all flruggists.
An advertising card in the Las
is attractive to the Santa Fe people, Berger in that town that is coming
Vegas depot reads aa follows: "Aland caused them to extend an invita- to the front nicely.
falfa Milling company of New Mexico.
tion to the inventors to return and
Miss Ethel McKlnney, formerly file For sale
alfalfa, meal and hay in any
continue their test
clerk of the Santa Fe & Eastern of
Agents
quantity.
Shipped to ,any noimt at
fice force at Raton, and who left all times. The
for
only mill manufactur
New'
from
writes
RAILROAP NOTES
there in the spring,
f
alfalfa products In New Mexico.
Butterl'ck
ing
Butterick
Division Superintendent J. M. Kurn castle, Indiana, that she has a fine Whenever you earnestly
feel that
satCSTADLKS
.
D
HE
Patter
Patterns
left, tor La Junta last night in his position in that city and is well
your pig bhould give a joyous squeal,
isfied with her present location.
our
new
Then
him
private car.
meal."
alfalfa
give
It Isn't everybody who can ride on follows the names of the officers of
Fireman Willis Hoffman left the
No
the company, but a fatal omission
city last night for Omaha, Neb., prob- the Santa Fe's limited trains.
passes are honored on them. So far would seem to be ithe name of the
ably to remain. -John Leuthecke, a former boiler-make- r aa known, only the division superin- town in which this alfalfa mill is
in the local railroad shops, tendent,, the trainmaster, the
located.
and the master mechanic are
who bad been Halting Fort Madison,
The Frisco management has arrang
Iowa, with his wife, left Las Vegas privileged parties In this respect, ed to give the roadmasters on that
Clearing Sale is OTer. A great many lines have been
closed
others greatly reduced. We find several lines reout,
a
ithe
month of
entirely
road rich treat during
duced to very small quantities, others broken in assortment
odds and ends
August, as they will not only give
them a vacation for a week or ten
and remnants such as are expected at the end of a successful sale. This week
days, but will also furnish transporwe are making a determined effort to clear the house of all small quantities,
tation for themselves and families to
short lengths, remnants and odds and ends.
whatever point they wish to spend the
If you hive not yet completed your purchases of Summer merchandise,
time. This consideration on the part 8
OF AGRICULTURE
this is your opportunity to do so at a material saving in money.
of the Frisco Is in return for the exAND MECHANIC ARTS
cellent work that has been done by
the roadmaster in the bettering of
MTo promote Liberal and
track conditions over the system".
L
Practical Education.
That
road is now considered one (St
( MORRILL ACT OP 1862)
HADLEY HALL
to travel ,over on account ot
the
best
Administration Building
Only a tew left, bat these few are good desirable styles and colors.
While this is not a school for farmers only,
its smooth roadbed.
wnrlc in Acrrirnlhirc i esteciallv Strong
it
lhe department
8
Tailored
Suits, worth $12.50 to 18.00, only
..$ 7.98
According to the plans now being
fine
7 Tailored Suits, worth $20.00 to 27.50, only
.. 12.98
..:
occupies a new building and has well equipped laboratories,
made by the Santa Fe over $300,000
4
worth
to
.
Tailored
$28.00
35.00,
Suits,
16.98
only
stock and an experimental farm ot two hundred acres unaer irrigawill be spent within the next year
6 Wash Dresses, worth $6.00 to 6.50, only
...
4.73
time
entire
to
devote
their
tion. Nine professors and instructors
5
worth
...
Wash
$10.50
Dresses,
only
6.98
for improvements in" the company's
Soils.
and
3
worth
Horticulture,
....
Wash
$15.50,
Agriculture,
Irrigation,
7.98
only..
Dresses,
equipment and facilities in Topeka.
The College Coune in Agriculture coven four years and prepares for expert work in
2 Wash Dresses, worth $13.50, only
... 9.49
farm monatiMneiit or in the government service.
l
will
new
be:
the
Among
t
improvements
course 01 nijn "coot"
jl-lhe industrial Course in Agriculture a a
irclndes work in Fild CroDs. Vewti
A new general office building; a new
tiatrJemnu. f ruit l..mwi.i, :ttocl reecling, jioci ju'jjmj,
KIMONOS and WRAPPERS
WHITE WAISTS
Soil Physics, etc., at well as toms ttiah school subjects.
Plant and Animal Breeding, Plant Di
office building to be erected some
Special
Millinery
These popular garments are much
EconoThe remnants of several lines have
The college alto offers complete courses in Engineering, Practic J Mechanics, Household
where near the shops, and a new oil
mics ((or eiils). Business and Stenography.
We have a few good hats left, in demand we have but few of each
Boys and gins who do not expect to lake a lull college
divided
and
bunched
been
together
course should investigate the Industrial Courses.
left they will Interest you.
house to be erected within the shops,
into three lots at prices which will all new
f acuity
Good equipment in all departments. Eleven buildings. Best Wintry in the territory,
Spring and Summer
of
close thsm out.
Comfortable dormitories.
which will be followed by the remodel
Expenses low. Unusual opportunities fat
Silk Kimonos, good patterns and
Address die President
Write for Catalocoe .
colors combinations, $7.75 to... $13.50
ling of the old oil house for office
Lot No. 1 consists of a good styles, desirable shapes and coAGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, N. MEX.
W. E. GARRISON
room, and the building of a
variety of styles and patterns, well lors, worth from $5.00 to $10.00,
Cotton Urepe Kimonos, very
and neatly made, worth from 75o
connection between the present atore
desirable patterns and color
for
$48c
to
which we will sell this week ings,
$1.50,
only
..
$3.50
bouse and the present oil house. The
tLight and dark Lawn Kimonos,
company W ready to start some of
Lot No. 2 consists of all our $1.50 at just
$1.75
large variety of patterns ;
to $2.00 waists, trimmed with lace
these improvements as soon as the
and embroidery, all new Spring and
Lawn Wrappers, belted
contracts have been let. Others will
Light
$1.09
Summer styles, for
Wftisf.. trimmer!
One-Ha- lf
with Val T,nrA
be started before fall, and the work
value $1.75
$1.29'
Lot No. 3 all our $2.00 and $2.25
on some of the improvements may be
trime
and
made
well
Percale
waists,
neatly
dress,
Light
deterred until next spring.
of the marked price.
low neck, short sleeves, Band trimmed, .some with linen collar and
"
..... $1.35
A black leather, handbag has proved
$1.73
cuffs, only
ming, worth $2.25, for
to be a veritable Aladdin's lamp for
William Robelin, a passenger brake- a thirty-da- y man on the Long Island railroad- This means that August 5 to 8, inclusive, you may buy
- Lake
When Robelin found the handbag in
City
round trip ticket from Las Vegas, N. M., to Salt
his train he opened it and was
and
Lake
to
ticket
Salt
ask
for
City
One lot of Men's pants in a large
for
One lot of Men's shirts, large
provided you
All of our Men's Suits worth 20.00,
amazed
at the mass of glittering Jew
return reading via Santa Fe to and from Denver, Colorado
of colors and patterns, fast
variety
new
merchandise,
styles,
light
good
inof
and
colorings,
patterns
els it contained. Not stopping to
variety
colors
and
Springs or Pueblo. All Denver trains of the Santa Fe pass
perfect fitting, the reg$12.50
and dark colors, only
vestigate further, the brakeman quick
light and dark, well made and ular 90o grade, only
45o
through Colorado Springs and luebio, artormng
Iy turned the jewels over to railroad
unrivaled 120 mile view of the Rockies.
worth 12.00, this week at
All $18.00 Suits, in a large variety
$1.25
..v.:-- ..
ntrn..n.nt.tt
An.
vi
u
officials and they soon found that th
iv;
.uuunilU Dull to, XT?fc- J
of styles and colors, well tailored
ular $1.25 grade, large variety of j
One lot of French ribbed Underbag had been left to the train by Mrs.
worth
the
and
original
easily
H. Schwab, the wife of a New York
patterns, all fast colors, the best jj
$10.00 wear, well made, fast colors, in
,
price, for
Mrs.
rela
shirt made for the money, only... 85o
and
her
Schwab
R..
jeweler.
A.
To G.
either black or pink, a splendid
called for the Jewels, which
tives
Men's grey Canvas Oxfords, cool, j
All $15 00 Suite, good, serviceable
Full cartloulars about tickets, stopovers, through cars, also descrip
were said to be worth $30,000. The
.
garment combining service and comfortable and seviceable,
11
tive literature, may be had by applying to
arid
made
well
perfect
qualities,
h
wh ?.
isked to see Robelin. When
E
R. W. HOYT, Agent.
t
nor
i
45c
- - rimp
, .
$9.00
comfort,
this
week, only
f
fitting,
nroduced thev resented him with
Las Vegas, N. M.
$100 in cash, provided himlwith twojssSSiS
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RECORD IS

ARIZONIAN TELLS GOOD
STORY ON JUDGE COOLEY
Arizona Republican.)
A friend of The Republican contributes the following relative to the
early public career of Judge Cooley,
whose appointment to the supreme
court bench of New Mexico was recently announced:
T'le recent canard relative to the
appo:tment of Judge Alford W.
Coolej as chief justice of Arizona, recalls a humorous incident in the early
career of this jurist, jvho has been
appointed by the president as an associate justice of the New Mexico supreme court.
In 189S or 1899 the writer was employed in the New York state asfcou
bly and Judge Cooley
Westchester county in that body. Of
course he was not 'Judge' at that
lime, and he had not yet begun the
development of the judicial poise and
dignity that he haa since acquired.
In fact, one would hardly have ventured the prediction that ithe fresh-face- d
young legislator would one aay
be an associate justice o a soveie'gn
state ((that "state" is somewbat premature, but it sounds good, and it
will soon be true.)
He was but
recently out of college and although
he had already had some experience
in public life, the process of evolution had not yet carried him far be
bey.
yond the stage of the "ran-ratiHe had not then acquired the ease and
confidence of ithe trained v public
speaker, and he had a peculiar manner of talking which often caused tin:
considerable embarrassment.
When
making a speech he would stop after
every few words to collect his
thoughts, and the interval he would
fill up with a prolonged
so
--

Teia-eeeifte-

--

that his speeches' would sound

some-

:
thing like this: "Mr. Speaker
It see ma to m ah-ithat
this
h
measure is an excellent one
and I can see no valid reason
ah-why it should not become a
law."
One day ho got started on a favorite topic, and for some time had been
flinging his "ahs" right and left and
into the very teeth of his
colleagues, until one wag of a
member made up his mind that the
house had received sufficient enlightenment and devised a plan to shut off
the flow of eloquence and administer
a salutary lesson, to ithe new member
on the value of brevity. According- t
ly Mr. Cooley'a next "ah" was follow
ed by an "ah" similar in tone and inflection from tn legislative joker (no
double meaning intended.) Two or
three of the other members immediately caught onto the game, and
at the next interruption the echoing
"ah" was a little louder. The next
time it was still stronger, until finally
the echo and its accompanying titter
were taken up all around the circle.
Cooley was visibly embarrassed, but
he was game and kept right on with
his talk. 'After a few more "ahs"
however, the echo had become tio loud
and the titter had grown into such a
hearty and prolonged laugh, that the
speaker was compelled to give up in
disgust, and aa he resumed Ma seat
the echo following his last "ah" resolved itself into a deep and satisfied
sigh cf relief.
The discipline was severe, but it
had its effect, and thereafter during
that session the house heard very
few "ahs" from the young member
from Westchester.
Ah-h--

h

ah-h--

h

the check triumphant, having written
v
on it back:
"Your loving wife, Edith." -- Chica
go Post.

ABSOHBLETS

Under the majority rule, the weeds,

of course, have things pre'.ty mucb
their own way in the garden Indianapolis News.
'

The best season of the jeir for a
girl to marry is in the fall. It's an
easy matter to teach a man to build
fires when the honeymoon is on.
Chicago News.

"So you. want a position e s a ticket
salesman during this busy season,"
said the railway man.
.
"Yes," answered the young man.
"What qualifications do you think
you possess?"
(
"I'm sure I could be patient, help
ful and obliging."
"Young man, it's plain you have
had no exprience with a crowd of
impatient excursionists.- - 14 give ycri
work, but it would be a shame to
spoil - a good disposition." Washing
ton Star.
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Senator La Follette, while criticizing a trust: "Its dignity under abuse
and attack is somehow fanny; it reminds me of a little Sioux City girl.
One morning she hung around the
kitchen continually, bothering the
busy cook to the limit.
"The cook lost patienca finally.
" 'Clear out o' here, ye sassy little
"brat!" Bhe shouted, thumping the
table with a rolling pin.
"The little girl, gave the cook a

CSL

"In

thn rtrnfeanlnna and TO'K-Uons of life," says a writer in the National Magazine, "the men trained at
the Virginia Military Institute have
won for themselves honorable distinction. The record of services rendered
by her sons in the civil, Spanish and
Philippine wars has established the
reputation of the Virginia Military institute upon an enduring foundation.
"In the regular army her graduates are found In numbers second only
to those of West Point The Marine
corps and the navy also claim a large
d
and
number of these
disciplined young men. The Institute
has been officially recognised by the
Imperial government of China, a number of student cadets from the Flowery Kingdom having been sent to the
Institute.
"At the commencement exercises in
June, 1908, the guest of honor, Maj.
Gen. J. Franklin Bell, chief of staff of
the United States army, addressing
the cadets referred to the school as
'an institution which of its kind Is
second to none other in the world.'
"On the anniversary of the conflict
now known as New Market day at the
Institute the names of the cadets who
fell la battle at that time are inserted
is the company rolls, and as they are
called by the sergeant a cadet of the
first class steps to the front, salutes
and reports: 'Died on the field of
honor, sir.' Their names will ever live
in the memory of the Institute and of
the commonwealth of Virginia.
"Five of the killed are burled in the
cadet cemetery on the institute
grounds, and on New Market day the
battalion marches to this beautiful
and secluded spot and there fires
three volleys over the graves of the
young heroes.
"One cannot leave this little cemetery without feelingss of deepest emotion as he contemplates the sacrifices
so gallantly made years ago by the
youthful soldiers of Virginia. A more
beautiful spot for a last resting place
was never seen than this in the quiet
and peaceful valley of the Shenandoah."
ll

falling
grow
your
entire satisfaction, we will, return every
cent you paid us for it. Surely no offer
could be fairer. Two sizes, 50c. and $1.00.
E. G. Murphey, The Rexall Store.

The Cynical Bachelor riies to remark that a girl shouldn't marry a
man till she knows 'all about him,
and then she wouldn't want to.

This Will Interest Mothers.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
children, a certain relief for feverteh-nesheadache, bad stomach, teething
disorders, move and regulate the bowels and destroy worms. They break
up colds in 24 hours.
They are so
haughty look.
pleasant to the taste and harmless, as
" T never allow anyone but my milk. Children like them. Over
mother to speak to me llky ihat,' she
testimonials of cures. They never
' said."
fail. Sold by all druggists, 25c, Ask
Washington Star.
today. Don't accept any substitute.
"I want to get this check cashed,"
Blobbs ''Some fellows nerer know
said the fair young matron, appearing
when
they have enough. Slobhs
at the window of the., paying teller.
You must indorse "That's right. I know a man who
"Yes, madam.
has been married four times "
it, though," explained the teller
"Why, my husband sent It to me, he
Delay in commencing treatment for
Is away on business," she said.
"Yes nmdam. Just indorse it. sign a slight irregularity that could have
It on the back, so we will Know and been cured quickly by Foley's Kidus
your huband will know we rsJd It to ney Remedy may result in a
'
Remdisease.
kidney
Foley's Kidney
you."
edy builds up the worn out t!Bue
She went to t je desk sealnst the and
strengthens these organs. O. G.
wall, and in a .eiv moments presented Schaefer snd RM Cross "Drug Co.
s,

10,-00- 0
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PUT TWAIN AT TOP

BIG REDUCTION

LAZIEST
HUMORIST
DECLARED
MAN IN NEWSPAPER GAME.
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finely-educate-
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Unhappy Lot of Chinese Doctors.
He patches health by contract Each
family from whom he receives a yearly stipend can command his services
at will. Hence his interest is tokeep
down ' sickness
among subscribers,
especially since every day of illness

patieot-ismatterof

Smuggling Chinese.
Australia is perturbed by the die-ooveries of Mr. Batchelor, the commonwealth minister for external affairs, who has been Inquiring into the
illegal influx of Chinese. There is a
wealthy organization- - in China with
agencies in all the principal Australian
ports and with the connivance of
ships' officers the systematic smuggling of Chinese into Australia has
been carried on for a long time.
The ships trading between Hongkong and the Australian ports have
been so cunningly supplied with false
bulkheads, walls and floors that hiding room has been provided for 80
Chinese stowaways on a single voyage. Ship cooks have been secretly
paid to supply the stowaways with
food.

TH71X2

De-

means to him not only, loss of time,
but the deduction of a day's pay from
his honorarium.
Comparatively secure is the lot of
the ordinary Chinese practitioners, for
whom the utmost penalty for a mischance Is loss of income, as compared
with that of the imperial court physi
cian. To this high functionary, who
attends the high officials also, lnabil
ity to cure" ft
graver moment. Thug in November
last the deaths of the empress dow
ager and the young emperor resulted
in the degradation by two classes of
five doctors, while the president of the
A Philadelphia man was !a grea' Imperial hospital and two assistants
distress one morning not long since were prohibited altogether from fol
their profession. Harper's
by reason of the delay m erv?ng Mi lowing,
Weekly.

"What do you think of this whiskey breakfast
"I wish you would go to the kitch
question Colonel?" asked ihe brisk
said he to his wite, "and see
en,"
.
,
reporter.
what
the trouble is. I've au appointam
"I
afraid, sah," said 'he Ken
at" 9."
ment
"tnai.
Colonel,
tuclry
gloomily,
straight
wife complied with the Re
The
whiskey k- going to get a crookel
When she returned to the
quest.
deal."
Baltimore American.
dining room the husband noticed
e
He that goeth on vacatirm and tak-et- strange melancholy expression on her
face.
not with him an ungurfut whereasked he, impatientn.
"Well,"
with to anoint the spots shewed by
"did you tell the cook that I wanted
bli&ered
or
the
rays
mosquitoes
by
of the bright orb of the day, the same my breakfat immediately?"
"I did."
Is an unmitigated burro. Summer!
"And what did she say?"
Jeremiah
Meditations of
ff "oppa.
"She said," responded the wife,
i
"that wo all have our. disappointThe man with the brid erpansa ments."
Harper's Weekly.
of unoccupied territory on the sum
mit of his cranium was irritable.
FOR YOUR HAIR.
"I part my hair," he sai crossly,
If Rexall " 93 " Hair Tonic does not
"on the left side."
eradicate dandruff, stop the hair from
"Yes, sir," said the barber, with un- new hair to
out, and
At
ruiueu

BRILLIANT

Virginia Military Institute Haa a
served Reputation as Second
to None Other.

--

"Superior wlsdom,"saId Uncle Eben
"don' 'pear to do much for some
people, 'ceptin' to keep 'em worried
'bout de mistakes dey is enabled to
notice in others." Washin;ton Star.
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Printing Office "Cub" Relates How
Forty Years Ago the Popular
Writer Would Bribe Him Not
to Be Disturbed,
W. Landslttel

is

the grizzled

RXibber Tire Vehicles
a good variety of Rubber
fWe have
Buggies and Surreys which

fore-

man of the Lyons Republican, which
is the Republican organ of Wayne
county, New York. '
"I've been In this business for 60
years now," he said to a reporter as
he stroked his gray mustache, "and
I have seen some lazy people in my
time. Yes, sir, while the newspaper
business is exacting and telling on the
nerves, it does harbor some real lazy
folks from time to time."
"Whom do yoa consider the champion lazy man of the newspaper
game?" he was asked.
"That Is so easy to answer," was his
reply, with a wan smile. "Almost any
s
in this business
of the real
would give you his name right oft the
bat Why, Mark Twain holds the

we are offering at a bargain.

LOOK THEM OVER
In Our

REPOSITORY

Charles Ilfeld Co.
THE PLAZA

belt"

The Republican's foreman reflected.
"I was a printer's devil on the Buffalo Express 40 years ago," ,he said,
"and one of my duties was to sweep
the room where reporters and editors
worked. Every day during the time
that Mark was a partner in the pub
lication of the Express I was bribed by
him in the cause of rest and ease. I
would sweep every corner of that
room, and when I came to Mark's
desk, on which his feet reposed, he
would look me over and ask me to go
away. 'I don't want my part of the
office cleaned up,' he would
say.
'Please don't make me move, I'm so
comfortable.' ' Then he would 'give me
a nickel to get away from him and
leave him In his own corner without
any of the debris of the business
cleared away. He would rather die
there In the dust and truck than uncross his legs or tilt his chair back so
that I could sweep up."
Brother Landslttel stopped the press
long enough to find out what was chipping the corners of his pages as they
were swept downward from the big
rollers.
"Yes, sir," he ruminated, "he was
certainly lazy. One day he gave me a
nickel to dot an T in his copy for him.
He did certainly enjoy life, that man
did."

Try oar Yankee

CoalNo

20Q0 PQUimS TO THE
Everything in the building
A complete stock of wall
paper.

line-Lo- west

prices

GOOES LUMBER 06;
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&MOS8, IELLV
(Incorporated)

WHOLESALE eJIEilOimUTS
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Cant La Vega, M.M., Albuquerque, Mm M., Tuoumoarl,
H. M., Peooa, N. Mm, Logan, Mm Mm,
Trinidad, Colorado
i

BAM WAGO US, the Bast Farm Wagon mado
RACINE -- SAT7LEY CO., Vehicles
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may be true, as iome have
claimed, that immoral plays are due
to the Immoral tBsie of woman. Yes,
that may be true; but, gentlemen, did
you ever wateh at the theater an el
derly, staid, perhaps somewhat unpre
possessing wife, brooding over a hus
band a little younger than herself?
These wives, surely are bo supporters
of the immoral stage spectacle.
"Such a wife sat in one of my thea
ters during the production of a drama.
The heroine, a beautiful girl, said at
a dramatic moment:
" 'Merciful heavens, I am undone.!'
"The wife rose hurriedly.
"'Come, Clarence,' she murmured,
sternly, 'We've had enough of this.
I'm not going to have you drlnkin' in
any Salome dance or disrobin' act' "
N. Y. Times.

TOIL-

PHONE MAIN 56

.

Women and the Stage.
David Belasco was in his best mood
at a dinner at the St Regis preceding
his vacation his first vacation in 20
long, hard years.
Mr. Belasco, in the course of a
learned review of barefoot dancing,
problem plays and such like outcrop-ping- s
of - stage history, smiled and

soot and little ash

i

-t

Small Talk.
A young fellow in Bloomington,

Retail Prices:
i.000 lbs., or more, each delivery. 20c ner inn ih.
lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 35c per 100 lbs.
aou ids., io 1,000 ids., eacn delivery, 30c per 100 Ibsi
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c
100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c perper
100 lbs.

1,000

1

1

mi.

AQUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural 1
tv
purity and lasting qualities of which have made Las Ve?aa
O.LUUU3.
t ui.
jjuugias avenue.
.h

111.,

who has been devoting himself for
some years to a young woman of that
town, recently found himself in a most
embarrassing' situation, just as he had
taken his courage in both hands and
was "going to ask the giri."
"Harriet," he said, as he shifted his
feet uneasily and swallowed the lump
in his throat, "I'm anxious to have

The trade is very profitable, as Australia is only a few days' steaming
from China and many thousands of
Mongolians are always ready to pay you"
"Yes, Mr. Hummer," gently inter
laige sums and run all sorts of risks posed the young woman, by way of ento get to the land of gold.
couragement.
"Well er Harriet," he again be
gan, "I'm anxious to have you "
Jarred Queen Wilhelmlna.
Just then both parents of the young
Queen Wilhelmlna has a good ear
for music, and once when an amateur lady entered the room where the lovmusician was playing at the court ers sat
'Oh, Mr. Hummer," said the desper
she nearly disgraced herself from the
point of view of royal discipline. His ate girl, "what was it you were just
playing was anything but brilliant, telling me?" Harper's Weekly.
and it so jarred on the young queen's
ear that she hastily jumped up and
Stromboll'i Spasms.
left the room. Her courtiers remonin pouring out streams of
Stromboli,
strated with her. "I know I ought not
is playing a most unusual part.
to have done what I did," she said. lava,
For the remarkable character of (siis
"I mean to be polite to my people, but
isle is that it vomits flame peraeollan
I cannot be polite to wrong harand cinders spasmodically.
sistently
monies." Later she sent for the poor The
the Mediterranean
Lighthouse-o- f
musician and begged his pardon, but has been known to stick to its func
it was a question whether her conde- tion of torch-beare- r
(without dropping
scension as a queen was great enough an ounce of
tar) for tfce space of 2,00(1
to offset the fact that this only seemed
years. Whenever the tiny, irregular
to make a bad matter worse.
eruption takes place the stones drop
back again into the crater. While the
ancients regarded Stromboli variously
Spread of the Cigarette.
Virginia cigarettes were introduced as the smithy of Vulcan and the head
in 1875, and with the invention of ma- quarters of Aeolus, the men of the
chinery that can turn out 180,000 a day Middle Ages looked upon It as the
cigarettes became cheap and popular. main highway to purgatory.
The annual consumption of cigarettes
in Great Britain now runs into bilHow It Happened.
lions, and of penny (two-cent- )
packets
"Where'd
you gut the spring over
alone (each containing five) the weekcoat?"
ly output is 60,000,000.
"Well, you see, I had a sure tip on
'
a horse race."
"I never knew one of those tips to
Customary.
"How did Binks celebrate his pur- pan out."
chase of a new auto?"
"Neither did I. So I didn't nlar it
Yale Put the money into this overcoat, in"Why, he had a big blow-out- "
Record,
stead." Kansas City Journal.

Browne &

ianzanares

(!o.

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Seada and Saadara
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.

Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

Headquarters In the Territory for

3Lgi
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Do You VVant Raiding Boots or Strong High

ex-

1906.

ESTABLISHES 1879.

Shoes for Ca.mping?

the country, and is all the more no
table because this Is
PUBLISHED BY
the tariff still in th-- j process of
ihe Optic Publishing Company with
adjustment and the principal crop
still to be harvested. Tha; foreign
. M. PADGETT.
EDITOR commerce of New York la 0e latest
week aggregated $29,744,026, which
Is $7,346,957 In excess of '1303 and
only $447,090 lers than n 1907.
!n anWhile imports continue
Entered at the Postoffle at East
of
the
of
the
tariff,
change
M
second ckics ticipation
Vegas, N
ju
of the wees, as com
best
the
record
utter.
pared with the last two years. Is In
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exports, which show large gains.
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We have them in black, tan, or

Ox-bloo-

A Reminder

g

If anticipating buying a gift of Silver, Cut Glass, China or
Jewelry, remember we carry only the BEST,
"'J .

leathers at

d

'

S4. $5, $6, and S7.50

,

Gorham Silver'

Cbeaper grades, black at $2.60

I

Pickard's Ch inal JIawkes Cut Glass etc.
Tate advantage of our 1909 CASH DISCOUNT offer.saves you, ten PER CENT on your purchase.

Hedgcockfs

e

Common Sense Shoe Store

--

614

!

Douglas Avenue.

D'ly

r

Tear by Carrier
Vr Month by Carrier
er Week Vy Carrier
'

)ne Tear
Kx

EL CAMINO

...$7.60
.65

JO

w,kiy.
$100

Month

LOO

THE WEEK.
(Oun'g Review).
With the outlook for the principal
rops increasingly bright, wl'.h a con
lnuance ot activity In Iron and bteel.
'.nd with this week an advance in
pper and a widening demand for
all supplies of dry goods, the trade
Ituatlon maintains its favo'able po- itlon. Inasmuch as the harvests ar.;
he basis of national prosperity, the
.enerally excellent crop td rices con
rlbuto the principal development
Vlth the disturbing tariff question
cm to be out of the way, and with
rops that give promise o! satlsfac-ordimensions and of an sggregat
alue hundred of millions of dollars
a excess of the best previous ree-rd- ,
business confidence is developing
apidly, although It is noticeable tha
nterprise is not yet outrunning
la buying for the distant
it ure. The railroads are still making
etter returns, their earnings for the
irst two weeks of July being 4.4 per
ent. larger than last vsar and 3.4
er cent, under 1907. It Is note
orthy, also, that the railway supply
sncerns are more and nnre exper-aiclnthe benefits of the improved
osltion of the transports' Ion
Bank clearings aggregate
?.2 per cent, larger than !n 1908 and
).7 per cent better than n 1906 In
ew York City, while out-Hof the
nancial center the record Is 14.7 pe
i

i

y

com-anle-

(Courlar-Journal-

p

J

TRIUMPHANT.

NEGLIGENCE

d

other incidents leadconnected with the
to
and
ing up
shooting, diagnosed the death of
Baker as a case of suicide. The of
ficer did not seem inclined to even
listen to anything that would show
the shooting was a cold blooded mur
der. Men trained in the duties ot
a policeman could easily have satisfied themselves whether it was suicide or murder by an examination of
the dead man's clothes, for if powder
burned, the supposition would point
to suicide in the absence of evidence
to the contrary. But Ward did not
examine "Baker's clothes where the
bullet entered his breast If he had
he would have found that not Ore
slightest trace of powder burns were
visible.
been fired and

it
far as can
Called

PROMINENT K. P. OFFICER
PAYS VISIT 10 CITY

ter to Chief Coles, who in turn woold
have notified the sheriffs office, so
that a number of deputies could have
been sworn in and put to work on
the case, that the murderers woula
have been arrested within an hour or
so. As it was they 'had all the leeway they. wanted to make their escape, as four trains went west between 1:30 a m. and daylight That
they went west Is certain for in a
conversation earlier in the evening
with Officer Babbitt, they claimed to
be oil well drillers and told him they
were on their way to the oil fluids ot
California.
The night before a street car was
held up in Trinidad, the conductor
robbed and Bhot at and the highwaymen escaped. This Job was committed by three men, and more than
likely the same thr.ee who operated
here the following night.

(Continued from Page 1)
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The sea wall built by Galves'.cn
and
nine years ago is now time-triestorm-tested- .
The news that an as
sault was being made upon 1 by a
tornado and a tidal wave awnKe sympathy throus'i'ij; the United States.
of
The later news thai the posH'-the city proved impregnable is the
occasion of ronrratulations to Galveston. It is also causa for felicitation throughout America, but especially in the west, ?i which Galveston, as
teaport chy, Is a
a rapidly-growin- g
necessity.
The Gal rostra flood was costly la
loss of life and property, but It served
to show the .'btfomltable spirit of a
community that rf cognized the strategic value of the geographical position of the city and proposed to remain upon the ground and chare the
profits of development west of tho
Mississippi. The building of
of Galveston
wall and tho
constitute an epoc In American annals.
It Is within the range of possibility,
or even probability, that there will be
as great, or perfiapa greater, storms
exupon the Gulf. It Galveston's
perience durinj the recent one dem
onstrated that thoro was need of any
heightening or strengthening of tho
"ramparts," we may test assured that
the necessary additions to the fortifi
cations will be mroe. While it la un
fortunate that lives were lost at Tar
pon Pier, It Is ratlsfying to know
that ithere Is no likelihood of a second
Galveston flood, w!th Its accompanying horrors.

'

-

'

Jeweler and Optician.

TAUPERT,

E. Las Vegas, N. M.

REAL.

The automobile trip to Mora made
Sunday by Governor Curry end some
in the
others who are interested
good roads movemnt should be productive of beneficial results. While
all the roads In San Miguel md Mora
counties chould be put in good con
ditlon and kept that way, more may
be said in favor of spending large
energy oa the road between La.
Vegas and Mora than in favor cf any
other.
The purpose of a road is to provld?
a passage way for vehicles. The road
that is the passageway for the great
est number of vehicles U tho road
that should have the griest care
and attention. More vehicles pas
over the Mora road than 'ver ai y
other thirty miles of over;ind road
In this territory. And the great ma
jority of these vehicles ore heavily
laden witi lumber, ties and farm pro
ducts of til kinds. The annual out
put of the fertile Mora an i Cebolla
And
this
valleys Is enormous.
is in spite of the fact that the
route Is at times all but Impassable.
A section of the Camino Real extending from here to Mora, from
Mora to Ocate and thenos northward
would work no disadvantage or hard-hion the towns that are situated in
close proximity to the railroad track,
while it would be decidedly advantag
eous to the towns that are mile?
from railroad connections. Moreover,
it would better the transportation
facilities btween the most thickly
settled portions of Mora and San
counties and would pass
Miguel
through I much more beautiful and
fertile country than if It weie to par
allel the railroad.

J.

R.

--

GALVESTON

I

f.

Suicide.

be learned Ward
So
never made the least effort to look
for the murderers. He said It was
"
suicide and let It so at that. He did
not even take the trouble to report
the affair to his superior officer.
About 4
Chief of Police Ben Coles.
a. m. he met Merchant's Police Den
nis and casually mentioned the fait
to him, giving his version that it was
a plain case of slucide. As for notifying Chief Coles, that did not enter
his head, and that officer did not
learn of the shooting until late the
next morning, when he came down
town for the day about 7:30 o'clock.
The sheriff's office did not hear of
the shooting until Chief Colea reported it to the county officers.
who
Mr. and Mrs. John Rlchai-Json- .
Should Have Been Caught
had visited here several days, departThere seems little doubt In the
ed for their. home in Denver this af- minds of many persons that bad
ternoon.
Ward immediately reported the man-

'
-

MEN WHO ARE AT HELM
ON NEW DEMOCRATIC

Hon. Herman
Shaffner, of San
of recFrancisco, Cal., grand-keept-- r
ords and seal of Knights of Pythias,
arrived in the city yeterdir and resumed his trip homeward Nm the
east on the California Limited this
morning.
Mr. Shaffner was taken on an automobile ride around the city and vicinity yesterday by members of the fra
ternal order of which he ts a high of
ficial and expressed hlmsel! as being
well pleased with the sites selected
for the National Pythian sanatorium
and hospital In Las Vega, on both
sides of the river. He loft here an
enthusiatlc supporter of La- Vegas in
to
this and any other particulars
which his attention has ueea called.
FORMER VEGAS BANKER
IS SERIOUSLY INJURED

DAILY

September 1st Is now given as the
date on which the Initial Issue ot
the Daily Tribune will make its appearance in Albuquerque. It will be
published by an incorporated company, ot which J. D. Hand, of La

Placita

lis

iraiUch,

president

'

H.

Word was received in this city the
latter part of last week that A. E.
Smith, formerly cashier of the First
National bank in this city, but now ot
Los Angeles, had sustained a vo."y
painful, if not serious injury on the
seventeenth of this month.

R

Mr. Smith was stepping from - a
trolley car, when in some way he
slipped and fell in such a manner as
to either dislocate or break his hip
has been used upon
Joint. An
the Injury, but ft did not give satl
factory results, as its pictures wera-ver- y
clouded. It is expected that Mr.
Smith will be
for a number of weeks.

Ferguason, of Albuquerque, vice president, and O. N. Marron, of that city,
secretary and treasurer. Directors of
the company are: J. D. Hand, A. A.
Jones, H. B. Fergusson, O. N. Marron,
James G. Fitch, L. K. McGaffey and
Felix Martinez. The latter and O.
N. Marron constitute an executive
committee. Herbert Haywood, late of
the Hearst newspaper service, will be
the managing editor of The Tribune,
which will be .an afternoon paper.

y

bed-ridde- n

If you read it In The Optic It's so.
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Boys' Wash Suits
and

sale only lasts until the first day of August. We know that
there are many people intending to call before this sale closes.
Do not wait until it is too late. Our stock has been greatly reduced
this month, but in order to make more room for the fall merchandise,
which will soon begin to arrive, we are offering some values which we
have never given before. We can save you money.

prices
in colored and white wash Suits. Dress
your boy in one of our cool Suits.
$2.83
$3.75 Linen Suits
3.50 Linen Suits,
,2.63
1.88
2.50 Linsn Suits,
2.00 Galatea and Economy
1.50
Linen Suits
1.32
1.75 Economy Linen Suits
1.13
1.50 Galatea Cloth Suits
94o
1.25 Gingham Suits
85c Gingham Suits.
.. 64c

0?

on

Ladies' Ready-t-

12c Bed Seal Gingham, these

well known

ginghams will wash, now

,

15c Toile Du Nord Gingham, these are the
best dress ginghams made, now.
10

Uc
12c

Pieces Scotch Lawn, black and white,
ground, colored figures, now

American and
8c Standard Calicos, now
Simpkins prints,

6ie

.

Pieces Manchester Percals,
12c
wide. July Sale, price
25 Pieces Percales,
wide,
10 cyd.
.
good patterns, sale price......
i
Amoskeag Apron Checks, blue, bsown, green
and black, ground with white patterns' ....

6ic

1-

-

"

20c

15c

100
AAClXMtMSCI

15c

35c

Silkalines, a very good asssortment
in light, dark figures, and plain
colors

one-piec-

and 11.50, Ladies' Jacket 8uits, mads
from pure linen, in the natural color, gray,
white and blue
$7.00
..

$10.50

Handsome Covert .Jackets, , 28 inches long,
good satin lining, neatly tailored. Regular
values, $4.50 to 6.50.
$3.99
Special Sale Price,

'

One

of patterns,

lip'

Economy Linen, plain blue, brown, tan
white and catabau. Sale price

tin

Cheviot Shirtings, made only for
boys and men's shires

lip

Plain and Fancy Ribbons, all silk Taffetas

rib-

bons any color; No.

"the

store

mk,

imtmA

nibiiuut

e:lasVegas.

lot Ladies' Panama and Voile Skirts. This
lot you will find all extra good values
worth

$6.00, 6.50,

Silk Values

"l

China Silks, 27 in, sale
price
60o Silk and Linen, success
silk,
$1.25 Colored and Black
Taffetas
65o Spider Silks, 27 in....V.'

100.

9Ip
u
Sale price
,.
25o Plain and Fancy Ribbons, all si.k Taffeta Ribbons,
any shade; No. 60.
17J-- P
I 2
Sale price
35c Ribbed Corset Covers, plain white in
"
sizes 6 to 6, now
.

and

7.50.

Man'm

65o

49o

49c
98o
49o

50o Hats,....
65o Hats,
75o Hats........
$1.00 Hats,
i.25 Hate,...
1.60 Hats,
1.75 Hats,...,

,

Now..........$4.75

Stra w Hats
.. 35c
45(5
.

50c
65c
gso
$1.00
i.25

i

Oxfords cn Sala

Op

of quality"

- nnnnsifp

AM

Tie'

N.M...raoa

7

Without exception we carry the
most serviceable shoe in the city.
We will be glad to name to you
customer after customer of ours
who wear our shoes for 7, 8 and 9
'
months.
How long do your shoes wear?
$4.00

515 and 517

Wear Apparel

o-

e
Ladies'
Jacket Suits in blue, tan, and
gray, economy linen. Regular prices $6.50,
7.50 and 8.50. Sale price
.$5.00

Don't Miss Getting Your Share Of The Money Saving Bargains
,

4.:

Special Prices

This

A complete stock of sizes

7
I

Patent Colt Oxford, (like

cut).
3.50

....,..

$3.60

Patent Colt Oxfords and

Pumps,

:;.

:.

3.15

8.00 Patent Colt Oxford, Ties, 2.70
3.00 Vici-kiOxford, extra
sole
.... 3.70
2.70 Vici-ki- d
2.49
sole
extra
Oxford,

I

d

U

nvi
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Mrs. Curtlss Bailey, of the Plaza hotel,
intended leaving for his home In ChiTT
tf
V
cago this afternoon.
11
Ml
Mrs. A. O. Wheeler and two children departed on the flyer this morn- with
posts and six spindles
methods during the
(not five)
for Los Angeles, Cal., intending
ing
$16.95 for the $25.00 Wmd
many i years of our
to be absent from the town several
$21.95 for the $32.56 kind '
weeks.
dealings have proven
O
CAPITAL PAID lit
only at
H. W. Griffith, a mesa farmer, dethe wisdom of tradO
THE
ROSENTHAL
O CIOO.OOO.OO
.
parted yesterday afternoon for (Hutch-Insoing with us. While
O
Kansas, accompanied by' his
working for a busi15c.
at
JAPALAC,
color,
.every
O
son, Cyrus, for whose benefit a lower
c
r
1. sal
3- T. HOSKIN8, Cashier.
J. M. CUNNINGHAM, President.
ness we have' been
oxuy
iuc,
altitude is sought.
,
B.
F.
FRANK SPRINGER, Vice President.
JANUARY, Asst. Cashier,
working for a repuMrs. Wm. Henry Knox of New
O
have
we
gaintation;
York, Misses Lily Colman and Clara
"Floor
can
Johnson's
lib.
Wax,
O
ed it and it will be
Heinemann and Adolph Straus have
1i
2 lb. can 95c, 5 lb. can
50c,
gone on a week's camping trip to the
upheld. Every deal
$1.95, only at
vicinity of El Porvenlr resort.
with us is a satisfacTHE
ROSENTHAL
Miss Martha 8chaub of Ca cag ,
WHEN VACATION TIME COMES
tory deal we guaM'.aa
with
who spent yesterday
The "Rayo" Nickeled Lamp, with
rantee that.
it's mighty handy to have a savings bank aocount to provide
Grace Cline pf this dty, left today foi
white dome shades, $1.75,
the funds for yonr outing. Much better than going without
Angoleni
Grand Canyotf, Lo
the
at
luneh for weeks ahead or borrrowing from friends.
only
CO.
WINTERS
Seattle and other coastal points
THE ROSENTHAL
THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
Miss F. Newman, of Pueblo, Colo.,
Telephone Main 3
Blue
Is in the city on her return trip from "The Perfection"
BRIDGE STREET
Flame Oil Stove, with legs,
suggests that you prepare for next years's vacation by comCallforina, the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
at
DELIVER
at
mencing to save now. Keep at it steadily and next summer
$7.45,
to
ocate
WE
O.
only
AND
thence
H.
Canter,
TELEPHONE
going
will see you better off financially than ever before.
THE ROSENTHAL
and visiting Mr. and Mrs. N. Weil and
PERSONALS.
family.
Stone Jars
Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Doyle, who had 12c for
Stone Jars
24c
for
St.
Francisbeen the gests of Mrs. Addle
E. V. Furry was here from
office with
Stone Jars
36c for
and
street
of
corner
at
Eighth
the
co,
Louis yebterday.
N act
Stone
48c
for
a. I
Jars
Miguel
C. F. Du:ton reached the city from Washington avenue, left for Kansas
at
City yesterday, concluding a pleasant only
Denver last evening.
THE ROSENTHAL
to
went
Wagon
visit here extending over two months.
D.
J.
Leahy
Capt.
in
been
had
who
Clay
Mateo Lujan,
.Mound yesterday afternoon.
remiums given with every $1.00
Pies for Open Fireplace.
The Rem Tree.
Power In Silence.
N. O. Speller, M. D arrived In the ton looking after his wool interests,
sale and upwards, cash or
A tree known as the rain tree
111
would only leara to have
afternoon.
"If
women who
Fe
a
for
left
for
Santa
hint
the
Here
is
people
yesterday
from
Aurora,
at
credit?
yesterday
city
only
Saman is found In the drier
forget and fret and fuss. Go into the open fires in their rooms, instead of
v t VTnimpa u here from Los after a short visit to his family IP
THE ROSENTHAL
hot-ai- r
South
boxes
America. This tree
of
into
by
them
the
of
at
times
silence
certain
parts
converting
day.
this city. He is now assistant territorAngeles again on a busineiu ri.
One need not necessarily retire for means of furnaces, there would be grows to the height of 60 feet, and its
hand-madin
e
from
the
commissioner
around
land
fiveIs
Capital
ial
Jones
"ronHv"
$2.40 for $3.50
formal prayer. "He who is in the fewer colds," Bald a physician. "Fire- leaves have the peculiar property of
Comforts,
pound
(Denver again, talking confectionery. city.
path of duty needs no prayer," said places and their chimneys are ventila- condensing the moisture from the atsilkolene covered, only at
Attorney Samuel K. Wootiworth re
L. P. Kuckuck was at the Central
a wise oriental. But in tne suence tors. To me the beauty of an open fire mosphere. So copious is this condensa'
sumed his sad journey to Atchison,
you, will find the peace and strength makes it worth having, but when you tion that a continual shower falls from
THE ROSENTHAL
hotel last nibt from Wagon Mound
of prayer. In withdrawing from the consider that it's a sanitary officer, the leaves and branches until the surCharles E. Moore, father of Orville Kansas, last night, accompanying the
and driv- rounding soil is converted Into a ver
Monrn. is vialtluft him fioui Trial- - body fjf Geor20 Gllck Orr, the young 19c instead of 25c for Colgate s pressure of things and getting in constantly changing the air
to see how itable marsh. Places thai would other
hard
out
of
is
sources
it
touch
the
with
germs,
pow
ing
great
Talc
Powder
man who was drowned while bathing
Cashmere Boquet
dad.
wise be barren desert are by this
er, you will absorb power. Edwin any one can prefer a furnace."
only at
Morris Back drove down fiom Mora in the surf at La Jolla, a suburb of
means covered with the most luxuriant
in Red Book.
Markham,
.
.
THE ROSENTHAL
forests.
last evening. His stay hers Is indefl San Diego, Cal.
Cure for Toothache.
E. C. de Baca, business manager of
nlte.
A London physician at a meeting of
Values.
Homicidal
of
Scale
Rubbers
for
4c
dozen
Fruit Jar
The Art of Being Happy.
Clarence Rhodes returned here laBt La Voz del Pueblo, drove home from
One railroad president equals two or a medical society stated that extracLa Llendre Sunday with members of 5c pair for Straw Cuffs
Trin
in
a
one ordinary mag- tion of teeth was unnecessary. He
"Cheerfulness," says Ruskin, "Is as
from
stay
lengthy
magnates;
evening
dinary
of
Vaseline
Blue
Seal
bottle
his family. He reports the country 5c
nate equals three captains of indus- was enabled to cure the most des- natural to the heart of man in strong
idad, Colo.
as looking fine. Splendid grass was 5c bar Oatmeal Cucumber Toilet try; one captain of Industry equals six perate case of toothache, he said, un- health as glow to his cheek, and
Mrs. Eva Lamb accompanied
gloom
Soap
theater managers; one theater man less the case was connected with wherever there Is habitual
brdther to this city yesterday from found everywhere and the' cattle are 5c bar
Toilet
Hazel
Witch
Soap
ager equals 300 theatergoers; one the rheumatism, by the application of the there must be either bad air, unwhole
their heels together In the
cracking
Mo.
Joplin,
5c big roll Toilet Paper
atergoer equals 400 railway passen- following remedy to the diseased tooth: some food, improperly severe labor or
air.
Miguel Romero came home from a
Mats
Stove
Asbestos
two
5c
gers; one railway passenger equals Alum, reduced to an impalpable pow- erring habits of life." If children were
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Notice is hereby given to whom it
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern mat ine rouowint.
may concern mat ine iouowing
that the tojiowing
may conci-restray animal ws taken up by
estray animal was taken op by
estray animal was tken up by
M. G. Keenan. Springer, N M.
iSvaristo Abrego, San Marcial, N. M.
'
N. M.
WANTED Sewing at my home. 1L M. Letts, Koehler,
To-wlOne sliver gray torsi 5 ft
One brlndle cow, a bo at 10
One bay mare, star in fore
lira. Eastman, 1012 San Francisco head, right bind
years old, ertrsme'y poor
high,
foot wbue, l or 8 2 ears old.
in flesh and in very bad condition.
ave.
Branded
rears old.
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Branded
On right hip
A good
farm hand.
WANTED
On right hip
Branded
Rranded
On left hip
American preferred.
One black horse, left hind leg has
Apply J. M,
On left shoulder
been broken sometime, 12 cr 15 years
Ackerman at Flint Ranch.
Branded
s
RrandeJ
On right ribs
eld.
On left hip
Branded
WANTED
Position aa bookkeeper
Will
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Earmark
and stenographer by reliable young
"
or
on
owner
claimed
unless
Board,
Branded
by
ITfJ
man. Familiar with both English
On left ribs
Said animal being unknown to this before Aug- 9. 09. said date being 10
and Spanish language. Has had
Board, unless claimed by owner on or days after last appearance of this ad- Branded
good experience In law office. Ad'
before Auf. 9, 09, said data being 10 vertlsement said estray will be sold
On left hip
dress P. O. Box 64S. Las Vegas,
days after last appearance of this ad- by this Board for the benefit of the
when found.
Said animal being unknown to this vertisement said estray will be sold ownerCATTLE
N. M.
SANITARY BOARD,
this
Board
of
benefit
the
the
for
by
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
. Las Vegas. N. M.
10 owner when found.
before
said
date
9,
09,
Aug.
being
WANTED Girl for plain cooking,
20, last pub July,i0, '09
1st
July
SANITARY
pub
CATTLE
BOARD,
after last appearance of this ad
Mrs. W. G. Hiydon, 1108 Seventh days
Las Vegas, N. M.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
1
SO, '09
Estray Advertisement
street
by this Board for the benefit of the :st pub July 20, last pub July
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
owner when found.
may concern tnat tne iouowing deWANTED An American girl to do
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Estray Advertisement
M.
N.
Las
whom
to
It scribed estray animal was taken up by
Notice u hereby given
Vegas,
general housework. Apply 924 Sev
".st pub July 20, last pub July 30, '09 may concern that the following de M. M. Thatch. Harris, N. M.
enth street
t:
One pony mare, black, hind
scribed estray animal was taken up by
feet whl, 10 or 14 years old, affecAdvertisement
N.
Juan
Anton
Chlco,
Sals,
Estray
Montoya
y
BARBER
MEN LEARN
TRADE
ted with leco, lame In left front leg,
Notice is hereby given to whom it M.
Short time required;
graduate may concern that the following deOne dark bor, 15 years thin in flesh.
Brandel
earn $12 to $30 week. Moler Bar scribed estray animal was taken up by old.
I
fin faff 1AW
ber college, Los Angeles.
M. Ackerman, E. Las Vegas. N. M.
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horse,
weight On left shoulder
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RF1
about 600 lbs, appears to b3 unbroken,
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FOR RENT.
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I
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Said animal being unknown to this
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Board, unless claimed by owner on or
ments, cne
house, 923
Said animal being unknown to this before Aug. 9, 03, said date being 10
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A modern
ll D Jays
room fursaid estray will be sold owner when found.
vertisement,
1
nished onse. Inquire 825 Th!rJ st
With blotch brand on ieft law.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
by this Board for the benefit of the
Las Vegas, N. M.
Said animal being unknown tu this owner when found.
Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
FOR RENT
furnished house, Board, unless claimed by owner on or
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
1st pub July 20. last pub July 30, '09
Las Vegas, N- - M.
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Estray Advertisement
dress C. H. care of Orrfle.
days after last appearance of this ad 1st pub July 20, last pub July 30, '09
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vertisement, said eatr&y will to ecld
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may
FOR RENT
Advertisement.
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'
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to
Is
whom
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given
hereby
H. B. English, Bell, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
may concern that the following de
t:
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Las Vegas, N. M.
was
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Annual New Mexico
taken
scribed
The Twenty-Ninth- !
up
by
FOR RENT Two large airy furnish- ret
estray
of white in face.
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ed rooms; separate or in sulle. 1059
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.Estray Advertisement
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to
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Mrs.
On
Green.
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Apply
before Aug-- 9, 09, said date being 10
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Said animal being unknown to this days after last appearance of this ad
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FOR 8ALE.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or vertisement,' said estray will be sold
One black mare, one sorrel mare, before Aug 9. 09, said date being 10 by this Board for the benefit of the
President Taft will be There.
i
FOR SALE Gentle, family driving ind one hay mare.
days after last appearance of this ad owner when found.
A Real Airship One That I'lies.
Branded
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
said estray will be sold
and saddle horse, also two (seated
) D vertisement,
N. M.
Las
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Board
for
benefit
of
the
Vegas,
this
the
by
buggy and" harness. Price right P. O.
1st pub July 20, last pub July 30. '09
A $20,000. Exhibit of Amusements and Resources.
when found.
Said animal being unknown to this ownerCATTLE
Box 32.
SANITARY BOArtD.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Las Vegas, N. M
A Marathon Race, the First Ever Pulled Off in the
Estray Advertisement
FOR SALE A good cow; will be before Au;. 9, 09, said date being 10 1st pub July 20, last pub July 30, '09
Is hereby given to whom It
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of
ad
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after
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Southwest.
may concern that the iouowing ae- fresh In August Call on J. H. days
vertisement said estray will ba sold
was
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scrlbed
up
taken
by
estray
Advertisement
the
this
Board
Stearns.
for the benefit of
Ertray
by
Donaciano Trujillo, Las Vegas, N. M.
$6,500. in Purses for Harness and Running Races.
'
owner when found.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
15
One
about
mare,
bay
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
may concern that the following deI OR SALiT A $750 t,afe for t.'E-- if
$1,500. in Prizes for Amateur Baseball for Championship
Las Vegas, N. M. scribed estray animal was taken up by lands high.
sold qalck. Inquire Optic.
of Southwest.
1
1st pub Jul7 20, last pub July 30, 09 redro Marquez, Valencia, N. M
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Two mares.
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FOR SALE A $350 piano for $100 if
Great Display of New Mexico's Natural Resources.
Ejtray Advertisement
taken a' once. Inquire Optic.
Notice is hereby given to whom it Branded
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may concern that the following de
Every County in New Mexico Will Have An Exhibit
' Said animal being unknown to this
OLD newspapers for sale at The Op scribed estray animal was taken up by
One black mare.
of Her Mineral Wealth.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
tin office. 10 cents a bundle.
'i. P. Talle, Gallup, N. M.
10
said
date
before Aug. 9, 09,
being
On left hip
One red roan cow, 12 years
Every Kind of New and Instructive Amusement Will be
days after last appearance of this ad
eld, has email calf.
animal
Said
unknown
to this vertisement, said estray will be sold
being
Provided.
Estray Advertlsemsnt
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Board, unless claimed by owner cn or by this Board for the benefit of the
Notioo is hereby given to whom it
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before Aug. 9, 09, said date being 10 owner when found.
Our Hotels and Restaurants Are Amply Able to Acmay concern that the following deSaid animal being unknown to this
after last appearance of this ad
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
scribed eetray animal was taken up by board, unless claimed by owner on or days
comodate All Who May Visit Our City.
Las Vegas, N M.
vertisement said estray will be sold
Lino Sanchez, Ledoux, N. M.
before Aug. 9, 09, said date being 10
this Board for the benefit of the 1st pub July 20. last pub July 30, '09
One sorrel mare, 7 years days after last appearance of this ad by
owner when found.
eld.
For further information, entry blanks, etc., address Sec
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Estray Advertisement,
Branded
Las Vegas, N M.
W. O. TIGHT, President.
by this Board for the benefit of the
retary
st pub July 20, last pub July 30, '09 Notice ib hereby given to whom it
owner whtn found.
JOHN B. McMANUS, Secretary.
On left shoulder
may concern tnat tne iouowing
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
was
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taken
by
up
estray
Las Vegas, N. M
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Estray Advertisement
Ed Sims, Vaughn, N. M.
1st pub July 20, last pub July 30, '09
On left hip
Notice is hereby given to whom it
One yearling horse colt
may concern that the following deSaid animal being unknown to this
Advertisement
Estray
scribed estray animal was taken up by Branded
Board, nnless claimed by owner on or
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of
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last
after
appearance
days
D N L
estray animal was taken np by high, 3 or 4 years old.
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N. M.
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ech month at Masonic
4
remple. 7:39 p. m. John 8. Clark,
9. C. Charles Tamme, Recorder.
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F. R. LORD, DENTIST

(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams)
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Sees Mother Grow Young.
"It would be hard to overstate the
wonderful change in my, mother since
Hha heeai to use Electric Bitters,"
writes Mrs. W. L Gllpatrlck ot Dan- -forth. Me. Although past 70 she
seems really to, be growing yows t
again. She suffered untold misery ;
from dyspepsia for 20 year. At last!
she could neither eat, drink nor sleep.
Doctors gave her up and all remedies
failed till Electdc Bitters woriea
They
such wonders for her health.
vital organs, cure'
inviKorate all
liver and kidney troubles, induce
sleep, Impart strength and appetite.
Only 50c at all druggists.
I

tterta first and third Wednesday of
each month at Fraternal Brotherhood halL Chas. Trambley, F. M.;
Bertha C. Thornhlll, Secretary. Vrs- -

lung members cordially Invited.

(

(

Civil Engineer and 8urveyor

W. D. KENNEDY.
Keeper ot Record and

,

L

O.

O.

F

HTBEKAH
meets secona ana iourm
I.
evenings ot each month at the
Bertha
Beckw,
Miss
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O.
F.
O.
y
N. G.; Mrs. Delia Pep erd, V. Q.;
.
n
uw.vw , Ade-Liaiicj , aanratarr'
jars, j. j. n.ltnv
lane Smith, Treasurer.
LODGE,

P. O. E. MEETS SECOND AND
each
tnm-ti- i
Tnasdav
evenings
C.
hall.
R.
Visiting
O.
month at
The hardened cynic delights .i sitbrothers are cordially Invited." W. ting upon 'soft people.
Con-IoM. Lewis, exalted ruler; D. W.
secretary.
Many people with chronic throat
and lung trouble have found comfort
ASTERN STAR. REGULAR
and relief in Foley'a Honey and Tar
fourth as it cures stuDDorn cougns Ml.
and
second
Thursday evenings of each month. other treatment has failed. L. M.
All visiting brothers and sisters are Ruggles, Reasnor, Iowa, writes: "The
cordially invited. Mrs. Sarah A. doctors suld.I had consumption, and
Chaffin, worthy matron; Mrs. Ida I got no better until I took Foley'a
Beellnger, secretary.
Honey and Tar. It stopped the hemorrhages and pain In my lung i and
are now as sound as a bullet"
L O. O. F- - LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. they
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
at
, meets every Monday evening
Co.
All visitlhir hall in Sixth street.
atto
does
Silence is an argument lh-iing brethren cordially invited
E.1
tend. C W. McAllister, N. G.;
not appeal to women.
Comstock, V. G.; R. O. Williams,
A Millionaire's Baby
secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
attended by the highest priced baby
specialist could not be cured of
NO. stomach or bowel trouble any quickTRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD.
at er or surer than your baby If you
102. meets every Friday night
- their hall in the Schmidt building give it McGee's Baby Elixir. Cures
west of Fountain Square, at eight diarrhoea, dysentary and all derangecor- ments of the stomach or bowels. Price
o'clock. Visiting membars are
N. Cook, pres- 25 cents and 60 cents. Sold by Cen-te- s
Jas.
welcome.
dially
Block Depot Drug Co.
ident; Jaa. R. Lowe, secretary.
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Many a girl's beauty Is o polled by
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS. COUNan
ugly frume of mind.
and
meets, second
CIL No. 804,
Plon-kiO.
R.
C, hall,
fourth Thursday.
A Night Rider's Raid.
visitine members are
worst
The
night riders are calomel,
R.
Tipton,
cordially Invited. W.
or aloes pills. They raid
croton
oil
8.
F.
G. K.: B. P. Mackel,
your bed to rob you of rest. Not so
with Dr. King's New Life Pills. They
r. O. E. MEETS FIRST AND THIRD never distress or inconvenience, but
Tuesday evenings each month, at always cleanse the system, curing
fraternal Brotherhood Hall. Visit- colds, headache, constipation, malaria,
-e cordially invited. 25c at all druggists.
ing brothers
Jno Thornhlll, president; E. C.
Don't borrow trouble unless yuu exWard, Secretary.
pect to pay It back.
fclDMEN MEKT , IN FRATERNAL
If people with symptoms ot Wdney
Brotherhood hall every second and
or
bladder trouble could realize their
the
at
eighth
fourth Thursday, sleep
of
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time
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R.
James
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wigwam
This great remedy
Lowe, sachem; Waite H. Davis, ney Remedy.
and
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the
stops
pain
ehlef ot record's and collector of
orbuilds up the
and
strengthens
wampum.
gans and there is no danger of
Bright's disease or other serious disMS. ROSENWALD
Lodge No. 645, I. order. Do not disregard the early
O. B. B. Meets every first Wednes- symptoms. O. G. Schaefer and Red
day of the month in the vestry Cross Drug Co.
room of Temple Montefiore, Doug- Call up Main .2 when you have any
las avenue and Ninth street Visitnews.
The Optic wants It
invited.
are
brothers
cordially
ing
Chas Greenclay, presldeat; Rabbi J.
A policy man the Insurance agent
S. RaiiU, secretary.
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Weird, Indeed, are the tales of the
ancient Hindus and Persians. Nothing is Improbable among people who
believe In magic carpets and flying
horses, in terrific genii corked up in
bottles, and in men transformed into
animals. Her is a veracious and very
ancient tale from the Sanskrit, which
does credit to its original narrator,
whoever he may have been.
The great kins' Nihla-Ketolived
and ruled wisely in his beautiful city
of Barty-Pourwhich was the capital
of his flourishing kingdom of Anga-DeseYou must not ask any Questions about these proper names, for
one cannot in this day turn to books
of geography and hlBtory and put his
finger upon the persons and places of
five or 'six thousand years ago; and
this story Is one of the oldest
The king's premier, the great Lord
Vahaca, was a man of wonderful resources, who was equal to every emergency In statecraft The queen and
her three daughters were as beautiful as Dahana, the Dawn.
But for
one thing, the king's happiness would
have been complete. Like Napoleon,
a century ago, he lacked an heir; and
just as Napoleon was led to divorce
the devoted Josephine for purely dynastic reasons, King Nihla-Ketowas
considering the matter of a separation
from the queen.
The ladies of the palace were over-- I
whelmed with sorrow and dread. Just
then another child was born. It was
a girl. In her desperation, the queen
appealed to the great Lord Vahaoa
to save her; and this he undertook to
do at great risk to himself. He announced to the king that at last a son
was born a son, the very Image of
his sire, evidently favored of heaven,
and trlvln even nrnmloa rf m 1nH.
oug career. The king was mad with
delight; but according to the etiquette
of the time, he must not be permitted
to 886 to chnd until 016 twelfth day
Jt
Tnen ne muat Bolernn.
ly greet it and bestow upon it its
mama-carmname at a great
or
christening feast
For 12 days he tumbled over In his
mind the Sanskrit roots, in a search
tor a combination which should be
inspiring as becoming the
n
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of Pythiat
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might carry on the deception upon
which he had entered. The pahorita,
or royal astrologer, was appealed to,
and for a consideration, doubtles- ssave the king the horoscope of the
child. The stars, he declared, forbade
formalities of the iiama-carmand wouJd prevent the kIng fr0ln 8ee.
lng the baby. In fact, he continued,
the brilliant career of the prince was
strictly conditional, The stars decreed
that the king was not to see his son
until the latter should be grown and
married which would be about 16
years later, according to Hindu custom. The king was deeply disappointed, but was pacified by the promise
of life and health and honor tor the
prince, and so bowed to the will of
heaven. He was at liberty to arrange
for his son's education through the
premier, of course to build a palace
for him, and to inquire about him from
day to day; but to see the child was
out of the question.
Fifteen years passed rapidly away.
The great Lord Vahaca was still ia
his prime, the queen and her daughters were still beautiful. The supposed prince was grown to womanhood. And now, more than ever before, all the parties to the scheme of
deception were filled with apprehension, for the king was bent on having
his heir married as soon as possible.
The proper thing for a royal father
to do, in that day, was to raise a
large army, place his son at the head
of it invade the realm ot some neighboring potentate, and demand the
daughter of the latter. King Nihla-Ketofollowed the custom. He had
heard of the beauty of a certain prinShe must be
cess of Pattaly-Pourthe bride of his son. Troops were
gathered in the city of Barty-Pourand the supposed prince was ordered
to lead them to the neighboring capital, to marry the princess, and to return for the royal blessing.
With a faint heart the poor prindetermined to
cess of Anga-Dess- a
carry out her part as best she might,
to save herself and her mother from
But the
exposure and destruction.
premier must go along with them.
This was granted. The Lord Vahaca
had his own head to save, and must
make a success of the expedition In
some way. And as the army set out
at its head and arrayed in the garb of
a prince, rode the luckless maid,
a
while all
rang with
cheers, and only the poor king was
denied the pleasure of seeing' the
adored leader. As they drew nigh to
Pattaly-Pourthe premier was at his
wits' end. What was to be doneT
Luckily, fate offered him a temporary
assistance. As they passed through
the defiles of a craggy forest, they
came upon a great giant of superhuman powers. This giant had the prerogative of being at any time either
a man or a woman, at will. But he
could change himself temporarily into
a woman only when some woman, on
agreement, would suffer herself to be,
for the fme, transformed into a man,
so that the balance of the sexes might
be preserved.
Here was an opportunity. Could the
premier persuade the giant to exchange sexes with the princess? The
a,

n

Bary-Pour-
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great Lord Vahaca set himself to ths
task, explaining the necessity of the
case. And the giant who was not a
bad fellow, gallantly agreed to make
the exchange for six days only, to
please the fair princess. Bear in mind,
the giant did not become a princess,
nor the princess a giant There was
no exchange of personality, only Instead ot a prlnoess and a giant there
were now a genuine prince and a
giantess. There was little change In
the appearance of the two, and no one
suspected anything of the strange
compact between them.
The
prince now led
his soldiers Into the city of Pattaly-Pour- a
and up to the royal palace. The
king was impressed with the formidable character of the army, and especially with the appearance and deportment of the manly young prince.
The latter fell In love with the princess at sight, and she lost her heart
as soon as she beheld him. There was
a bold, passionate demand for her
hand, which was conceded at once.
But the wedding must be celebrated
on the morrow. How very suddenl
Wftat an ardent wooer! Could he not
wait at least a week or two? The
prince shuddered, but stood firm. Not
a day's delay would be permitted.
All things are allowed to lovers. The
city ot Pattaly-Pourimprovised a
wedding of oriental
splendor. For
four days It was mad with delight.
Illuminations, music, parades, dances
and feasting filled the hours. The
prince determined, to leave the dominions of his father-in-laIn short
order. No, no. It was useless to. talk.
Not another day could he remain; not
another day.
From the ecstasies of those days he
turned to his dark future. Oa the
sixth day he found himself, with his
sweet bride, la the rocky forest where
the giantess was awaiting him. Would
his bride be a party te the terrible secret ot his life? Must he and his mother and sisters and the great Lord Vahaca all suffer death when they should
be at her mwrcyf Could he exchange
his proud young manhood, so lately
possessed, for the Inferior estate of
woman?
He must The giantess,
doubtless, was awaiting him. Impatient to return to her own proper self.
Bat where was she? How he dreaded
to meet her!
Ah, she comes! But how? Not with
Impatient, stern demand. Not with
stately tread. Simpering, giggling, she
comes, to make a statement and proposition. Within the past five days she
has had several visits (giggle) from a
).
giant who happened along
He had talked and talked with her.
and and he had fallen in love with
her (giggle), and she had with him.
And now, would the young prince be
for any consideration to
willing,
make their temporary exchange ot
sexes a permanent arrangement?
light-spirite- d
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New'

York Business Man Showed
Spouse What $600 Looks Like.

There is a broker's wife residing
within pistol shot of the Majestic, who
learned a lesson in finance recently
which, she says, will last her a while.
She saw a pretty rug downtown and
expressed a wish for its possession.
"We don't need it for the moment,"
she told her husband, "but I am perfectly fascinated with it and I'd like
to own it against the time when we
own our house.
Please write me a
C00."
check for the amount
The broker is a man of means, but
even men of means have looked twice
and even thrice of late before buying
$600 rugs that were not of Immediate
service.
This broker, however, is a
judge of human nature or else he
wouldn't be a success in his line of
business and he saw an avenue of
escape.

"I haven't my book with me," he
glibly said, "but Til send you the money as soon as I get downtown."
And he did. He sent his clerk to
the bank with instructions,' loaded
him up with $600 In silver, and sent
him up to the house. When the man
arrived he asked to be shown to the
dining room, and without a word he

"The Truth

HIS LITTLE
MISTAKE

About The
Philippines0

One evening last week young WaV
ton rather suddenly, it was rememA Lecture by
bered later left the circle gathered
on the chilly veranda of the family
Gov. Chas.
hotel that houses his. trunk, and
Reynolds
started for the evening stroll that has
become his habit
He swung diagonally across the
lawn smoking vigorously and with the
LATE
outward appearance of a man possessdeno
subtle
no
ulterior motive,
ing
of the
sign.
It was nearly dark and the hedges
of the hotel lawn loomed black as he
Province of Alban
passed them so black, indeed, that
Just at the corner of the hedge, turning upon the sidewalk of the avenue,
Walton stumbled. And at the same
time there arose a weird wall of anguish that drew the attention of the
peopled veranda to Walton's dark
figure.
"It's a cat," Walton muttered to
himself, watching a gleam of yellow
flash under the rays of a street lamp.
"And it's for all the world like the
Hortons' cat Wonder if they've
lost
Now, the Hortons had but recently
acquired a Persian cat orange as to
color, pedigreed for four generations
back, which answered to the fantastic name of Comet Only the night
before Walton had heard for the twentieth time just how much Mrs. Hor-to- n
'
thought of Comet how unusual
50 Cents
Comet's coat was and how he was Reserved Seats
never allowed to walk abroad alone, General Admission
25 Cents
so positive was his owner that some
lurking thief would carry off her
Said to be new: An Irishman
pet i
His mind filled with Mrs. Horton's caught smallpox and waa sent to taa
present grief and future joy should
house. The doctor told him h
he bring to her the lost Comet Wal- pest
could
not recover and asked him U
ton bounded after the cat, calling la
nt for. "No,"
his most seductive tones. Finally he the prieet should he
won the confidence of the wanderer. the Irishman replied; "send for
Undoubtedly, the cat answered to his Jewish rabbi; I don't want to expos
name a fact that Mrs. Horton had one of my own faith."
impressed upon Walton. Comet had
never been called "kitty" that name
Life 100,000 Years Ago.
forever attached to his short-hairehave found In a cave la
Scientists
brethren. It must be Comet he was
orange, his eyes a deep copper, his Switzerland bonis ot men, who lived
tail a waving plume of orange fur.
100,000 years ago, when life was la
After a few minutes' maneuvering constant danger from wild beasts To
Walton was speeding back to the
as shown by A. W.
hotel with a purring bundle in his day the danger,
me., w laiBow
oi
Aiexanuer,
Brown,
arms. He would telephone the Hortons and then take over the cat and from deadly disease. "It it had not
restore him to the arms ot his fond been for Dr. King's New Discovery,
owner.
which cured me, I could not hava
"May I ask if you know whose cat lived." he writes, "suffering as I 414
that Is, Mr. Walton?" came In sweet from a severe lung trouble and stub
ly suspicious tones from the top of born
.cough." To cure sore 'ungs,
the steps, as Walton began to mount
obstinate coughs, and prevenc
colds,
them.
its the best medic!" on
pneumonia,
Then for the first time he realized earth. 60c and $1.00. Guaranteed
that he had been the center of in
all druggists. , Trial bottle free.
terest for the whole neighborhood for by
some moments past Somewhat con
What a difference there Is in wo
fused by this discovery, Walton stammen!
Some women wnose nuDaua
mered:
"I think I do. I am going to tele make $50 a month r ave pretty and de
lightful homes, while others with five
phone" are
"But what
you going te do with times that amount, live tacky, look
the cat?"
f
tacky and are tacky.
"Oh, keep it in my room till I take
"
It to my friend's
Proper Treatment for Dysentery and
"And whose is it do you think?"
Diarrhoea.
WalSuspicion was filling the air.
ton felt himself growing more and The great mortality from dysentery!
more confused and he stammered out and diarrhoea is due to a lack or
Horton's name before the gathering proper treatment at the first stagea
crowd.
of the disease. Chamberlain's Colic,
"But it isn't" asserted the cool Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy Is a
voice. "I know whose cat it Is give
and!
It to me. It belongs across the street reliable and effectual medicine, will
tlmi
reasonable
In
when
given
would
and I'll take It over. They
prevent any dangerous consequences.
never forgive me if It were stolen."
The cat was lifted from Walton's It has been in use lor many yean
met wita unvarying
and has
grasp and borne away, while Walton success. always
sale by all dealer.
For
hurried from the chilling gaze of the
assembled body. He rushed to the
It Is not surprising that there la
telephone booth with a speed that
taw aoo it you; navene yuu
added fuel to the fire of suspicion al- some
ready blazing brightly.
heard something "on" every one in
But Comet was at hime! The cat town? You are no exception to ha
was not the Hortons' an explanation
rule.
that Walton made to all who would general
listen.
A Contented Woman
That Is not all of the story. The
next morning on a huge elm that is always found in the same house
It
graces a yard on the same side of the with Ballard's Suow Liniment.
street as the hotel there appeared a keeps every member of the family
sign, written In a hurried hand:
free from aches and pains. It heals
cuts, burns and scalds and cures
rheumatism, neuralgia, lumbago and
J
LOST
: A FINE PERSIAN
KITTEN: : all muscu'ar soreness and stiffness.
: ORANGE COAT AND COPPER
25c, 50c and $1.00 a bottle. Sold by
t
: EYES.
FINDER
WILL RE- - : Center Block Depot Drug Co..

i
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Tito
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itr

Night

JULY

29

tar-fame-d

d

dumped the contents of the sack in
which he carried the silver. It made a
s
big pile 600 round, glittering
and Mrs. Broker was impressed.
A check wouldn't have appealed to
her for a moment but the money actually talked. She looked at the heap
.
of silver, and fingered it too, and at
! CEIVB REWARD.
!
t
last she said: "You take this money
back.
Tell Mr. Blank I've changed
Walton paused before the sign to
my mind. I guess I can do without
consider. Another orange cat? This
the rug for the present"
bereft home was not across the
street, where the cat was taken the
Widows' Pensions.
In his annual report President Eliot night before. Could it be that across
has this to say about the pensions the street might be found a salve for
the Borrow the giant elm proclaimed
provided for the widows of professors;
a salve that at the same time might
"As a resource for a widow in cases
of sudden disability or death, the pos- lighten his burden by shifting it perto the owner of the sweet chill
sibility of a Carnegie pension is al- haps,voice of the
night before?
ready a great comfort to men of small ing
But Walton walked on and, being
means who give their lives to the higher education. ' It does not relieve men over gallant, endures in silence the
who can get their lives insured from chill that greets him these days.
"You see, they didn't advertise for
the duty of so doing, but there are
some men with families who cannot Information," he tells the Hortons,
Is his. "And,
get tneir lives insured upon any whose full sympathy
terms, and others whose expenses are anyway, there are too many- orange
so near their incomes that they cannot cats in this neighborhood. I'm not
save the money for premiums on any looking for more."
adequate amount of insurance."
Purchase Supplies In Quantity.
Giraffe and Okapl.
Bids for supplies for the military In
At a meeting of the London Zoologithe Philippines are asked for In such
cal society the secretary pointed out
quantities as 6,600,000 pounds of
that the young giraffes have relatively frozen
fresh beef, 200,000 pounds of
much shorter necks than their pai frozen fresh mutton, 464,000 pounds of
ents; the neck in the former being no rice, 118,000 pounds of sugar, 8,222
longer than the fore legs, which it cans of assorted jams, 30,000 pounds
largely exceeds in length in the lat of butter, 2,400 cakes of coap, 35,000
ter. This, of course, is only what
of smoking tobacco,
one snould naturally expect to occur, 6,000 half bags of "fizz" water, nnd so
pints
but. it, nevertheless, serves to bring on.
Military supplies are admit;!
the eiralte one steu nearer the okaoi,
duty free.
dol-lar-

of Thursday,

S

A man can fool a girl's mother as
to the wages he gets, but he cant
fool her father.

Everyone would be benefited by tak
ing Foley's Orinj Laxative for ttom-ac- h
and liver trouble and ha'jltual
constipation. It sweetens the stomach and breath, gently stimulate the
liver and regulates the bowels and Is
much superior to pills and ord'nary
laxatives. Wrhy tot try Foley's Orl-n-o
Laxative today? O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
Telephone your news Items to The
Optic, Phone Main 2.
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LOCAL NEWS.

ride Flour
Also Hea.dqua.rters for
AH Kinds of FEED

Las Vegas Roller Mills
131.

A Simple Test

If you want to know whether you are destined to be a success or failure financially,
you can easily find out.

Colii You Save Money?

Phono Main 107

A full attendance of
Elks tonight.
the irembers is urged, as much routine business is. to come bvfore the
fodga for disposal.

i ne rrmcess

8-- 3

pres-

cribed by physicians

be-

WOMAN'S

NEW MEXICO.

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.

in the restoration of

na-

tural physical forces.

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
Ass't Cashier.
Cashier.

Frozen Souffle
Dissolve one package

MONEY SAVED

or Strawberries

i11 a

Best Screened Baton Egg, $4.75
per ton just what yon want for cooking,

On Domestic Coal,

Va-- n

Gelatine ' in one quart of

Free from Slate or Slack

D. W. CONDON

one pint

And

milk.

Grape Juice and freeze.

Foot Main Ht

STE1IS

I. H.
GHAPE JUICE

Grocer

WORK

A

ocvvt

uxo

Automatically Callapsible. I
'

.'

IN PRICE

REASONABLE

Call at our Store and look them over.

J. C. Johnsen

(EL

623 Douglas Avenue.

Son

H. O. BROWN TRADIXG CO.,
DEALERS IN

ALFALFA. HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS,
V EHICLES
IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.
Bridge Street

Get Our Prices before buying.'

I

Phone Main 85

Phone
Main 24
.

for

Frcsli Bakery

VEGETABLES

Goods

at

Pies, Bread, Cakes
and
Rolls
Baked in the Sanitary Bakery
and fresh

GROCER AND BUTCHER.

Phone 144 and 145

,

Every Day.

For something EXTRA GOOD try a,
loaf of our "WHOLE WHEAT" bread-witEnglish Walnuts in it.

The beat draft beer In the city. At
The Lobby, of course.

If taken before August 1st, 2 lots,
Straight Guggenheim rye
Main et, near 8th. Cement sidewalk. over the bar at the Antlers.
Investment and Agency
$390.00

cause it is so readily
and so efficacious

LOTS

Sixths

The Latest and Nobbiest Thing Out,

To

BADGAIN IN BUILDING

GRAPE JUICE is

The First National Bank

Phone Main 31

buy, second hand
piano, cheap. Address Piano, Optic
office.

Succea&or to HENRY IEVY,
JUST RECEIVED

Tomorrow Is the regular meeting
Mayor
night of the city council.
Goodall Is back on the job and in
asmuch as the council has been taking
an extended vacation, a meeting
would seem to be '.n order.

Word has reached here from Nor
meeting of the Woodmen'of the
held last evening was well at- folk. Neb, that the Al Ritchie Fronand all voted the lecture one tier show, advertised to begin a tour
of the country In that town, proved to
best beard in a long time.
be a hoax. As a result thirty circus
Order your cream trim T T. performers are stranded, among them
B. R. Daniels, a bronco buster of Las
Turar.
Vegas. Ritchie, the promoter, fled.
A large quantity of wheat has been
shipped, here from Anton Chlco. The COURT OVERRULES MOTION
farmers bringing in the crop report
TO
JUDGMENT
that In their vicinity they have had
a most excellent year.
This morning Chief Justice William
J.' Mills overruled the motion to reThe Royal Highlanders will give
open the judgment in the case of
a grand ball at the Duncan opera Charlea Ilfeld Co. vs. Perfecto Jara-mill- o
houee Wednesday night Admission
and Nabor. Ortiz, case No. 6565,
$1 per couple. Mnslo begins prompt- San
Charles Ilfeld
Miguel county.
ly at 9 o'clock."""
Co., some months ago secured Judgment by default against the defendE. A. Faulkner Is today moving out ant, Perfecto
Jaramillo, for the sum
of the bouse formerly occupied by A. of
something over 12,000, the other
B. Smith, on the corner of National
defendant Nabor Ortiz, having moved
ave. and Twelfth Bt. and will make to
California. A short time afterhis future home at 1003 Tilden ave.
wards, Jaramillo moved to set aside
the judgment. The hearing was had
The following marriage license have on the 16th
day of July, 1909, Attor
been issued:
Pella Pesea, age 30. of neys E. L. Medler, of Albuquerque and
Las Conchas, and JoBe R. Lucero, age W. J. Lucas of this
city appearing for
40, also of Las
Conchas; Florlnda Jaramillo and Louis C. Ilfeld for the
Queritana, age 18, of Sablnasa, and Charles Ilfeld company.
Affidavits
Filiberto Chavez, age 33, also of Sabl were submitted by both parties to the
nasa.
suit and the cause was ably argued
by counsel, and today the court filed
There will be a regular meeting 0f an order overruling the motion to re
Las Vegas Lodge No. 408 B. P. O. open the judgment

Asa Fiod for Invalids.

l

Mai-.-

Lndwig Win. Ilfeld.

WANTED

portion of your savings each week or month,
there is no doubt about you being a success
financially.
This Bank will help you to make the test,
and furnish a safe depository for your funds,
with interest at 4 per cent on time deposits.

arid-Schoo-

Dalcous S uiting for House Dresses.
Side Brand cateens in all the Late Shades.

The
World
tended
of the

If you can persistently lay aside a certain

FALL GOODS IN

Dresses.

The Fortnightly Club will dance toDon't miss ithe dance of the Royal
morrow evening at Rosenthal hall
Highlanders at the Duncan opera
at eight o'clock.
house Wednesday night Admission
Get the best at Nolette'i barber $1 per couple. Music begins promptly
at 9 o'clock.
,
shop.

Use Our

STORE

-- -

1

WEATHER REPORT
July 26. 1909.
Temperature Maximum, 85; minimum, 54; range, 31; mean, 69.5.
Humidity 6 a. m.. 89; 12 noon, 42;
6 p. m., 37; mean, 66.
Forecast Generally fair tonight
and Wednesday.

GOODS

DRY

EXCLUSIVE

Paisley Madras for Boys'. Waists

1.65 dz;
Glasses 4Uc dz.

Phone

TRY A DOZEN TODAY

Sole Agent for "MEADOW GOLD" BUTTER

mm

-

Smlt'Sma.litkfi

IKE DAVIS

LAS VEGAS.

VEGAS'

FIRST SHIPMENT OF

pints, S1.05 dz.
Quarts S1.30dz;

Ri

n-- Br

No better evidence of its superiority is necessary than the well known fact that numerous other
brands imitating as nearly as may be in their
names and style of package, the popular "MEADOW
GOLD" make their appearance from time to
time in the butter market. Thus far, however, none
have been able to stand the test of continued excellence so freely accorded the object of their
aspirations and it is very likely that those who will
be satisfied only with a first class article, will continue to send their order to

OF

LAS

Never Use Any Olher.

Meadow Gold Butter

Phone

JULY 27, 1909.

TUESDAY,

h

oucher,

served

"THE COFFEE MAN"

THE
HYGEIA ICE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER

MADE EASY

Ail dust and germs effectually re
moved by the VACUUM CLEANER,
which can be operated from any elec

PRICES

tric light socket al an expense ut less
than 6 cents per hour for current
We will deliver the cleaner at your
house and call for it when you are
through a: the rate of $1.00 per day
or fraction thereof.
So simple any one can operate it.
Pos'tively no 'dust flying, every particle sucked up by air and retained in
the dust receptacle.
LAS VEGAS LIGHT A POWE
CO.

2,000 lbs or more each delivery
"
1,000 to 2,000 lbs. "
200 to 1,000 lbs. " . "
V
50 to 200 lbs. "

Less than 50 lbs.' "

CRYSTAL ICE CO..

"

-

t

20c per hundred
"
30c
40c
50c
75c

'

"
McGviire &.Webb

Phone Main 227

Pabst's draught beer on tap only at
Opera bar.
FOR RENT Good pasture with plenty of good water. Mrs. Green.
Pinch's Golden Wedding Rye, agea
the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of coursa

In

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
Served from bar

at the Opera bar.
rels on the bar.

We have it to suit the taste ofjall.

Vlcich'orfo,

made from Concord grrapes.

50c per hundred

CqIwd,

i

made from the choicest California grapes and guaran- teed under pure food law by Calwa Products
......
i
Co. of San Francisco.
.

(BptimiiQi
-

Ll

Grocer, Hat'dicra nr.tf CzZ:zra

(

w IJ

Las Vegas Greemhouses
I

PERRY ONION; Prop. Phone Main 276 (

M.,SENA."
Cartoonist and illustrator.

'

XJ.
.

...

Commercial Designer and Suggester of Practical Ideas. Original
tinctive and Elective Designs. Phone 188 Main.

!
Dis-

V

r

s

M.
.
.... :GREEfiQER6Eti.
, prop.

I

